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Editorial 

That this year was everybody’s annus horribilis goes without saying. At Narrow Road, we 
still managed to get two issues (April & August) out in time, but issue 12, which marks the 
fourth year of operations, has run into hot water. Nevertheless, with a December 31 
publication date, we can at the least, satisfy our consciences that we kept our word, even if 
we are 30 days too late (for which no apologies suffice). 

The darker side dealt with, this has nevertheless been a year of poetry and forbearance. It is 
this editor’s sincere belief that poetry is a catharsis, and in this year’s melee of QAnon 
conspiracies, erosion of public freedoms, the spread of fake news alongside and about the 
virus, the tireless sacrifice of frontline health workers, contested elections, and the nattering 
nabobs of negativity who fill media pages with sulphurous bile, we all need a good story, or 
a good poem or the quiet reflection of a good haibun to get us through. 

This pandemic has been oblivious to address or status, and has affected president and 
peasant equally. In these times, we are a forced brotherhood, with the same shared address – 
Earth. To mark this circumstance, and as a reminder of our unity as one species, we have 
decided to omit place names in this issues. Yet as each name carries an indelible voice, we 
have retained that. 

We have in this volume too, a fantastic selection of fiction, poetry and haibun, the latter 
curated by the eminent Kala Ramesh, which we hope, will keep us going until Issue 13, 
which we hope will not be plagued by the bad luck that plagued this one. 

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan 
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Susan Beth Furst 

Simile 

       “Charles Dicken’s great-great-grandson?” 

        She peered over the top of her horn-rimmed glasses, nodded her head, and 
whispered. “Yes, he will be performing A Christmas Carol at the Ebenezer Baptist 
Church at precisely two o’clock.” 

        I grabbed the last ticket and pointed my wheelie toward the front of the store. I 
had exactly one hour to eat lunch and get up that hill to the church. 

       “Don’t be late,” she called after me. “Once the performance begins, the doors 
will be closed, tight as a drum!” 

        The church was small. I sat in the back pew by the window. Gerald Charles 
Dickens looked every bit the handsome young Scrooge as he walked to the front of 
the church and turned to face the audience.   

       “Marley was dead… 

         as a doornail.” 

         The gravity of the moment was punctuated, ever so briefly, by an inconvenient 
car alarm. Dickens mentioned crickets. 

          Scrooge and Marley conversed as Dickens hopped back and forth, to the right 
of the coat rack and then to the left, then the left and back to the right. The voices 
were distinct, but Dickens remained the same. At the end of the scene, Dickens 
followed an invisible Jacob Marley to the back of the church, where Marley flew out 
of the window to a life of never-ending torment. 

           Dickens was four feet from me. I resisted the temptation to touch him. 

          “Bah Humbug!” 

          Dickens was Scrooge, and Marley and the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, 
and Future. He was the incorrigible Topper, Scrooge’s nephew and his wife, and his 
wife’s sister. He was Tiny Tim, and all the little Cratchits at once. But when it came 
to Mrs. Cratchit, queen of the plum pudding and plunger of the carving knife, no 
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one could hold a candle to him. And the gush of stuffing from the goose, well, 
Dickens had that down too, like chestnuts roasting. 

        “And so, as Tiny Tim observed, God Bless Us, Every One!” 

        Dickens’ performance was met with hearty applause. My fellow travelers and I 
rushed out to meet him. I handed him a copy of my new book hastily procured from 
my car, wrapped in leftover tissue paper, and topped with a stray Christmas 
Cracker. 

         “Thank you!” he said graciously, in his authentic Dickensian kind of way. 

          It was later when I read his blog that I found a photo of my book, still wrapped 
in tissue paper, the Cracker slightly askew.  And there was a comment: “a charming 
children’s Christmas Book.” 

         I noticed the alliteration. Dickens’ genes, I thought. And then I smiled. I’d 
snagged a review from the great-great-grandson of Charles Dickens. Never mind 
that he didn’t mention the title or the author. I knew, and that was enough. After all, 
the proof was in the pudding! 
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Poetry 
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Malcolm Carvalho 

Absolute Obsession 

So you wondered how the saviour got that six-pack 

while eating fish and bread, 

and yes, don’t forget the wine. 

Who did that PR stunt? 

Who gave him the bod 

of a Greek God? 

 

Maybe you wanted a body like that. 

If you could buy abs at Ikea, 

would you? 

If it would help you pass off as the saviour 

with that shredded bod 

while you fly on the cross, 

would you? 

 

And even if the folks in heaven 

– maybe they’re angels, maybe they’re not – 

wanted to build abs like their idol, 

but never could, 

and could just make do with the beard, 

would they be happy 
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and settle with what they get? 

 

 Or would they head to that store on Earth 

to prebook a load of abs?  
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Here and there 

He was a temporary and permanent address, the epitaph said. 

Wonder what it meant. 

Maybe he belonged to both, 

perhaps to none, 

perhaps his shoes had sands from different places 

and the tastebuds on his tongue 

drew a world map. 

Maybe he carried his home in a backpack 

like it was a box of Lego blocks 

and he had built and taken down his home so often 

that years ago, 

he threw away the instruction manual. 

Maybe he had tattoos from across the world on his arms, 

markers of latitudes and longitudes, 

maybe he could speak in a dozen languages 

and never quite got fluent enough at any 

to blend in, unnoticed. 

Maybe he was not just the only one, 

maybe he lived in several universes 

and slipped from one to another, 

forward or backward, 

like a molecule 

across states of matter. 
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Raylynne D'Sa 

Solutions 

When your arm itches you scratch vigorously 

When your nose is full you blow into a hanky 

When your knee is swollen you apply ice 

When your back is stiff you stick on a capsaicin plaster 

When you are frustrated you bang your head 

When your feet ache you soak them in very hot salt water 

When things do not fit into your suitcase you shove them into a duffelbag 

So please do not rape me 

Find a solution to your prick problem 

Scratch it, rub ice, blow sperm into a hanky, stick on the burning plaster, 

Bang it on the wall, stuff it into a duffel, soak it in hot water, sing to it if you will 

Find your solution man 

Please do not rape me 
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Reshmy Warrier  

Untitled 

Part I 

 

I woke up one morning, 

Decided to change the world, 

Had my chai, slipped on my jootas, 

And off I went to become a leader.. 

I was pushed to the back, 

It was a long queue, 

And some 15 minutes later, 

They held a poll, a poll I lost, 

One poll young, I went on the news, 

As a vociferous opposition, 

I brought down the rule, 

Neta I became, yes men followed, 

Knew they would stab me, 

If I so much as sneezed, 

So I kept up my disposition, 

And watched my back, 

Losing my sleep, 

Stashing some wealth, 

Growing a paunch, 

Switching to green tea and keds, 

The mirror will show me 

A fat politician who has lost his way, 

But I won't look at it, at my evil face, 

I refuse to accept what I have become, 
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Gone are my noble intentions, 

Gone are those days, 

I won't change the world, 

I won't change me. 

 

Part II 

 

I have a fascination for the undone, 

The scarred, the chipped, the broken, 

The butterflies with a single wing, 

The masked faces with deep-set eyes, 

It’s a strange camaraderie, 

Like meeting of chums from past lives, 

There is a lot said in the unsaid, 

In their slightest gestures, 

I realize the pain felt, 

In their false bravado or lack of, 

I see myself, like we complement, 

We understand, fit into some jigsaw, 

Piece by piece, coming together, 

Stories of strife, stories of loss, 

We have been there, done that, 

Felt it, and brought harshly to knees, 

Marvelling at life, this rollercoaster, 

Survivors, you and me. 
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Sanket Mhatre 

A Song of Broken Epiphanies 

The mind echoes the primal glint of the first alphabet 

Taking birth from the foetus of language – the womb of Om 

Across the multiverse of a million possibilities  

Dreams intersect into dreams, collide in the dark space between two irises  

Explode into a constellation of coordinated memories.   

Then flows the birdsong – a dawn of chirps. 

Early cuckoos perch on the bones and carry the eternal rhythm of leaves 

A body calm in the cold morning transmutes into an ever-branching tree 

Answers are postcards from an unknown heaven, delivered ages ago 

Arriving only now, when, the mind expanded in tandem with the void 

Gave in selflessly to its own seeking thirst 

Chapters write themselves from the ink of a new hope 

And reverberate what was once 

A song of broken epiphanies 
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Amitabh Joshi 
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Srinivas S 

Today’s rain 

The rains of yesterday 

Of slanted summers sing. 

To soils they subtly cling, 

And morrows they delay; 

Whence, pots revive their clay 

With hindsight’s lambent wings, 

And latent passions s(pr)ing 

So that autumns make away. 

Tomorrow’s showers arrive 

From winter’s blowing winds. 

In clouds they keep their skin, 

In vows their droplets thrive; 

Whence, pasts they cleanse and shrive 

With hope that homeward wins, 

And patience seeks its kin 

So that springs from fall derive. 

The drizzles of the here 

Are founts by moments spawned. 

They speak not of the Dawn, 

Nor of the Dusk they hear. 

They brook not fear, nor spears; 

From hope they aren’t drawn… 

The present keeps their lawns, 

Where birth and death cohere.  
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Pushpa Moorjani 

LOCKDOWN 

I cant keep my Hands. 

All to myself 

They don't obey me 

They swing beyond my control 

 I Follow their every move 

But still they touch my face 

Look they go up again 

Checking if I need a shave 

 

There is virus in the air 

All germs scattered on floor 

If sweeping could help 

I would throw them out doors 

 

I keep my hands on sides 

Every hour I sanitize 

How can I relax 

My nose itches so bad 

Look they go up again 

Crawling on my face 

They dont obey me 

They swing beyond control 

 

There is virus in the air 

All germs scattered on floor 

If sweeping could help 
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I would throw them out doors 

 

What do I do with Hands 

that never follow 

Any rules 

Have quaranteened them 

Tied them to the stool 

 

Wont let them  touch that pole 

Wont let them turn the bolt 

Wont let them ring the bell 

I keep them behind my back 

Have cross my hands across my chest 

So I never lose control 

But still these hands 

They play with my hair 

 

There's virus in the air 

All scattered on the floor 

If sweeping could help 

I would throw them out doors 

 

I am walking carelessly 

With hand in pocket hole 

For greeting my friends I 

Simply join my hands 

Or raise my hands to head 

 to say soft salaam 

Wont let them shake the hands 

Just say a simple hello. 
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There is virus in the air 

All scattered on the floor 

If sweeping could help 

I would throw them out doors 
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Sharath Krishnaswami 

OK 

You are peeling layers, 

From my mind, like this orange that I'm eating. All so, 

Fresh and sweet and juicy from, 

The outside and bitter and sour from, 

The inside. 

You have, sailed beyond the horizons of my, 

Memory so you can fall off the edge, 

Of the earth and disappear from visions, 

In my mind. 

We cannot, lie on the lazy grass, we cannot, 

Speak to the wind to carry words wrought from, 

Absolute insanity, absolute boredom, absolute penury of, 

Company. 

You are spurning all possibilities of us, drawing nouns on each others, 

Skins. 

You have lost your mind, just like I, 

Have lost mine. One of the, 

Many minds that I had to keep them all, 

Together. When the world itself, 

Has lost its mind. 

And yet you ask, 

If I am OK. If I am, 

OK. 
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Paresh Tiwari and Christine L. Villa 
Reinventing a Heartache 

 alone again 
  
dreams wail      
through dark alleyways 
  
I swirl some inks 
on cut-out papers to make up 
another story 
  
  
  
a few words         
swoop down 
boughs of bougainvillea 
  
where sunshine 
wraps around 
  
the scent of heartbreak melting   
  
  
  
loneliness moves into a labyrinth  
  
hoping it never 
finds its way out 
 
a prose poem      
links her arm 
with mine 
 
 
A cherita sequence remixed from select pages of "Raindrops Chasing Raindrops"
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Rochelle Potkar 

Surrender 

If I were a country, you would be a journalist 

And because you are not an 

empty-headed bloke out for a quick fix 

but investigative, committed, idealist, 

I would have shot you down a street 

and left you to bleed. 

 

If I were a country and you my journalist 

it would be a civil war, one too many, 

revolutions -- 

changes in governments. 

I would have jailed you 

and kept you on CCTV. 

 

If I were a country and you my journalist 

I would have played a wait-and-watch game 

to see who wears the other  

sleep-deprived akin to a Russian sleep experiment. 

 

But the more you stare, the more beautiful someone becomes, remember? 

 

Many passed the cellars of my mind 

few, the cellars of my heart. 

 

I would blink first. 

 

I would give in 
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from dictatorship to democracy. 

 

If I was a country and you my journalist 

I would let you run a free press and media 

 

to change the face of an 

entire nation. 
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Bob Lucky 

Impasse 

The rain has refused 
to answer our questions 
 
yet continues to mumble 
in the drains and drool 
on the window, 
like the village idiot, 
  
and the cat, 
an orange sun flare 
curled up on the rug 
and licking itself, 
has no questions 
  
because it needs no answers. 
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But 

what happy song doesn't make you cry 
what ocean doesn't find its way into your mouth 
what seagull wouldn't shit on your parade 
what forest cares if you’ve fallen and can’t get up 
what tortoise wouldn’t leave you in the dust 
what summer breeze doesn't whisper a threat 
what St. Bernard doesn't dream of lapping up your brandy 
what sunrise ever thinks of lighting up your day 
but 
what wine doesn't go with moonlight 
what stinky cheese doesn't taste good in time 
what fresh loaf of bread doesn't smell like the truth 
what sunset doesn't hint of immortality 
what bear hug doesn't set you free 
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Ruby Singha 

Mrs. X's dying ballad in the time of corona 

It was a shrivelling winter when Mrs. X met Mr. X, 

Obviously, X could be the surname,  

and Mrs. X was certainly not X till she met Mr. X. 

The snow blanketed their Sikkim trip, back at home 

she thinks her lenten rose must be blooming, 

Her dry cheeks flushed, swam in the moonlit nape of night 

He holds the chai out to her, 

with which she warms her hand and then the cheeks thankfully, 

A creek of light though the orifices of the lamp post and, 

alates swarming around them and their love. 

In the bare blue dim light, there's nobody 

And Mrs. X holds the photographs, postcards with her roped fingers: 

The time, the snow, the life, the hot tea pulsating gulped down the throat – she remembers. 

Dinner of two minus one, she folds her fingers 

And then dips in the dal, how salty is it tonight? 

That dayfrom the hospital screen, 

he sputtered a make-believe laugh 

through the phone with the news of  

no return for some Sundays and the days within 

And she almost imagined his incisors grinning terribly 

like a still stultified snowman; 

The nights crouched in slow like a snail, and then fast like a fire with an obit, 

Mrs. X’s hands frosted like the fish in their freeze long preserved and now possibly stale  

for a dinner of two, 

She creeps inside the blanket later in the sweaty, balmy summer night 

While Mr. X's body securely and heavily wrapped in plastic, 
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Emits no breath to the air, 

She hums a lullaby in her sleep – 

A love song most probably. 
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Kartikay Agarwal 

Endgame 

You and I 

who are free, 

believe that we 

have this life 

to take as we like. 

We are taught 

to live on, and not to 

dream beyond. 

Check 

We, the free to be, 

never so dare join 

those who question 

the chosen ones. 

Soon, they are 

proclaimed dead 

on account of 

dreaming– 

Mate 

–of a life that 

means more than 

merely being. 
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Haibun 
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Jeaunice T. Burnette 

Slice of Suburbia 

I pace my bedroom. My heart feels like it’s going to explode. I obsessively check 
my cell phone for his texts. 

I can picture him in my mind’s eye: tall and blond with a swimmer’s body. Every 
girl in my high school lusts after him. Was it just a dream when he asked me out to 
the homecoming dance? I surf the Internet to distract myself.  

Instagram photo… 
          he’s kissing 

my best friend 
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Kizie Basu 

An Evening with You 

I am invited to dinner by a sweet couple I barely know, who live in my building. 
The woman has a steely look, and the man, a faraway lost air.  

In the past four months, every time I ran into them, they would invariably express 
their wish to have me over to their place. This time when they asked, I said yes. I 
figured I could do with the distraction. 

I take out an old dress and images from my birthday five years ago come flooding 
back. I have pictures of myself wearing the same dress that you had bought for me. 
It was just you and me that evening... I remember how you told me that you were 
happy to finally have me back home with you. 

The dress has shrunk now, so I wear it like a top with jeans. The bathroom 
countertop is littered with makeup I haven’t used in months. I feel that I am 
staring at a stranger in the mirror and apply kajal. I can’t help but marvel at what a 
magical tool it is. A smooth black cover-up, instantly transporting one to the land 
of the living.  

“Your eyes are actually dark brown,” you used to insist. I thought it was sweet that 
you were seeing a colour other than black when you looked into my eyes. Tonight, 
in the harsh bathroom light, they do look strangely brown though. 

The sneakers I put on are dusty. A little embarrassed, I take them off, rummage in 
the shoe cabinet and then finally settle for flip-flops. You don’t say it, but I can 
sense your exasperation at my lack of proper footwear. 

The party is nice, and the music mellow, if a little melancholy. My initial 
awkwardness disappears and I laugh along brightly. 

Yes, the current events in the country are appalling. 

No, I wouldn’t dream of going to the office right now, it's not safe. 

Yes, the starters from the new place are delicious. 
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When the hostess drifts away, I find myself inexplicably crying. I am not sure what 
that does to the kajal. A lady from the far end of the room catches my eye and 
looks away. 

Death, I am learning, does not make for good dinner party conversations. 

 

the river 
goes underground - 
I can’t even say 

you broke 

your promise  
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Jenny Angyal 

Ripples 

“You’ll never catch a frog in that thing.” My friend’s oldest sister scoffs at the 
enamel basin we’ve swiped from her mother’s kitchen. Undaunted, Roxie and I set 
out hand-in-hand. Not a twig snaps beneath our sneakered feet as we approach the 
singing pond. Green frogs squawk and dive, leaving only spreading circles.  The 
bullfrog’s deep chug-o-rum stops short. 

voices call 
from the other shore — 

we follow 

through bog and brier  
chasing a will-o’-the wisp 

Suddenly a small furry creature appears on the grassy bank between us. Roxie 
pounces with elfin speed and seizes it with both hands. Hoping to amaze her 
skeptical sisters, we march homeward, chanting “We caught a fro-og! We caught a 
fro-og!” I carry the empty pan. Roxie holds our captive at arm’s length, dangling by 
its tail. As she scrambles through a barbed-wire fence, the muskrat swings close 
enough to tear a chunk of flesh the size of a silver dollar out of her bare leg. 

how far they travel 
on the slightest breeze— 

cattail down 

and the faint echo 

of a marsh wren’s song 

a thought breaks  
the mind’s quiet surface  
uncaught  
I watch its wake 

widen into stillness 
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Kathryn J. Stevens 

Time of Wonder 

schoolyard 
on the swings 

not even a butterfly 

It’s the season of bitter herbs. Under empty blue skies, cities unwind. 

Silence grows hard as concrete. Mannequins make small talk.  

Rats devour their young. 

bare shelves 

the things no one 

knew they needed 

shadows 

climb the walls … 

another day alone 

Strangers become friends. Friends become strangers. Life is lived in the distance a 
breath travels. 

last night 
saying goodbye 

not knowing it was 
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Teji Sethi 

Tapestry 

Her pashmeena drapes were my favourites. She often said — the finest of weaves 
is weightless. With them around her shoulders, my eyes could never appreciate 
their intricate patterns. There were finer things that caught my sight — the lines on 
her face interlaced with cross-border tales and her deep eyes that welled up at the 
mention of ‘Chenab’ 

buried memories ... 
scent of dampness 

seeps through the walls 
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Gauri Dixit  

All Those Books!  

This page catches my fancy. I place my palm on the page and stroke the print. My 
fingers grow eyes; taking in the letters, turning them into words, taking meaning 
from the white spaces and adding it to the black. 

It is like first grade all over again. The way the sparrows pecked at my hand from 
one page and the jalebi syrup stuck to my fingers from another one. I can swear on 
my tiffin box, the finger did taste sweet.  

the bulbul lands 

on the hibiscus flower - 
holding my breath  
for the song  
I reach for the invisibility cloak 
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Roberta Beary 

Stillbirth 

Alone on the mantel a silk rosebud in a narrow vase.  

The crystal's bottom half is one big smudge.  

If only I had kept the baby-bottle brush, thrown out as superfluous.  

Now I know some mistakes are permanent, no matter how hard I scrub. 

donation box — 

the hint of frost  
turns to sleet 
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Ashish Narain 

Into the Night 

It is strange how two lives can become so connected. When one of my dogs died, I 
could not ever have imagined the effect this would have on her long-time 
companion. The first sign was incontinence. Brownie would drip all over the floor 
and not even notice. Then after a month, she inexplicably started slowing down. 
She would often stand motionless, staring at nothing. I would call her name, 
whisper endearments into her ear. After a while she would look at me, but it was 
always from a distance. It soon became clear to all of us. Living, Brownie had 
started her journey into the great beyond.  

cawing crow — 

the stillness 

of a dead rat 
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Priti Aisola 

Out of the Blue 

A very light drizzle. My husband is walking in the garden around 7:30 in the 
evening. I am in the kitchen getting dinner ready. Suddenly, I hear him call out to 
me with some urgency in his voice, ‘Can you come outside?’ 

I step outside. ‘Yes?’ 

We both hear low meows from behind the potted plants, then a light movement 
and more meows from behind the mogra bush. Stepping closer quietly, I notice a 
white and black kitten crouching. 

Concerned, I wonder, ‘Has it strayed away from its mother? Perhaps, the mother 
will come and take it away. Let us wait.’ 

We go inside the house. A heavier rain now. As we are about to sit down to eat, we 
hear insistent meows come from the direction of one of the long drawing room 
windows. The kitten, gathered into a ball, is sitting on the ledge just outside the 
wire mesh window doors. It tries to climb the horizontal metal bars to get my 
attention. I turn to my husband, ‘I think it is lost … abandoned. What should we 
do? It is calling out to us.’ 

‘Please give it some food … a piece of bread … some chapati.’ Stepping outside 
quickly, I place some bread for it in two places while calling out to it gently. The 
bread remains untouched. 

Helpless, I ask my husband, ‘It won’t eat the bread. What am I to do?’ I have no 
experience of kittens. I call up my mother’s friend who took care of a stray and she 
tells me to warm up some milk, dilute it with water, and add very small pieces of 
bread to it. I have no plastic bowl; in a shallow steel bowl I leave the milk for it on 
one of the side steps where it is dry. Unsure at first and then with more 
confidence, it approaches the bowl and soundlessly laps up some of the milk. 

I go to bed praying that it should find a safe, sheltered place in the large garden or 
near the room outside. 
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daybreak … 

pumpkin shoot twines 

around the rope 
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Firdaus Parvez 

Fading Together 

Early morning on the porch. Your smile, a lazy smirk. I shift in the brown plastic 
chair, watching sunlight bounce off the rims of your glasses. Sipping tea, I wink 
back before returning to my journal; you sigh resigning to the papers. 

Then they come in droves, giggling their way between us. Tiny feet sinking ankle 
deep in white sand that darkens in their shadows — sepia, vintage, dream blur, 
monochrome, noir— and my ink captures them all. 

(As deep as memories will allow.) 

Years, spilling and twirling, behind tinted filters, dripping onto paper. Sand and 
letters, words and time. The gravelly surface smudged with smiles, tears, and sweat: 
yours and mine. 

waxing moon 

the receding waves 

of your hairline 
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Kanjini Devi 

Eight Precepts 

I've been at the monastery for several weeks. Participating in predawn prayers — I 
soak up Sanskrit like a sponge.  After recitations, the head monk himself is 
performing the ritual of shaving my head. The nuns have made all the necessary 
preparations. There is no turning back — bringing my hands in Anjali Mudra1, I 
close my eyes. 

critters exposed 

by a retracting tide 

Guru Purnima2 

the ebb and flow 

of my thoughts 

Bald and in white garb, I am embraced by the eldest nun. Beaming, she hands me a 
key to one of the huts. I am grateful to be given sanctum and sustenance. 
Approaching a rust-rimmed mirror, I trace the absence of my tresses with both 
hands. 

  

                                                 
1 https://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Anjalimudra 

2 https://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Guru+Purnima  
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Bob Lucky 

I Quit My Job 

This morning I found a locust clinging to my car’s windshield wiper. It was still 
there when I pulled into the office parking lot so I put it in my pocket to make 
sure it got back home, but after work we went out to a bar and it started flirting 
with a waitress so I went home alone as usual and that’s more or less the truth. 

long lost dream 
          an old argument 
gets mouth to mouth 

The next day I went to a bookstore on my lunch break. 12 Euros for a book of 
poems seemed exorbitant, but it worked out to about 20 cents a poem, a bargain, 
and per word it was a steal. I didn't calculate the cost per phoneme but realized 
there were poets out there taking sounds out of the air and making words and 
stringing them together in lines they stacked up to build stanzas. I won't lie. It gave 
me ideas. 

wind in the wires 

a song with no name 

sings me 
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Dylan Tweeny 

Independence Day 

The wind moves and the wind chimes sound, soft and low, less jingle than temple 
bell. Leaves move against the sky like shadows on a screen. My son is off playing 
somewhere and my daughter upstairs working on something on her laptop, 
everyone else napping or preparing for the evening dinner, and I’m in the living 
room alone, looking at the light and the sky and the leaves and wondering: How 
can I carry some of this moment’s silence and solitude with me, how can I turn to 
it like an inner wellspring when the clutter increases, the noise rises, and the to-do-
lists lengthen, and the children are thirsty for attention and I have too little to give 
them? 

summer grasses — 

the hopefulness of the spider’s 

funnel web 
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Tapan Mozumdar 

Through the Looking Glass 

durgas in queue - 
baba asks for a shortcut 
to the station  

It is hard getting back after the holidays. Cousins, aunts and even the uncles from 
my mother's side who always teased me for being a 'Bihari' are all missed.  

waiting room 
the walls get a fresh coat 
every autumn 

The classes resume in Patna. I am pulled up by Glaustein Sir for looking out of the 
window while he reads a scene from The Merchant of Venice. He asks me to stand 
up and tell me about the scene. I have read the entire Lamb's Tales three or four 
times. I embarrass the Anglo-Indian from Buxar.  

old album - 
good and bad days 
in equal grey 
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Mike Gallagher 

Visitors 

The picture turned up out of the blue, posted on Facebook by an American 
cousin. I have no memory of it being taken, nor have I seen it before. I guess it 
dates from the late 50’s because Hugh looks about seven or eight. The photo 
depicts all six of us and my mother. Family snaps were rare in the Achill of that 
time. I cannot recall anyone in our circle owning a camera but we often had 
American cousins call on us because five of my father’s siblings emigrated there 
and they liked to visit and capture the feel of  ‘The Ould Country’.  Paraic and I are 
wellingtoned up so we must have been summoned hurriedly from our chores when 
the Yanks arrived. Our three sisters are neat in plaid skirts and knitted cardigans. 
My mother looks younger than I ever remember her. I am just about to outstretch 
her in height. Missing from this smiling group is my father. He inherited the ‘old 
place’ but the few acres of bad ground he owned were unable to sustain us. Like 
most Islanders, he became a migrant worker, returning from Britain for only two 
weeks each year. I ponder my cousin’s picture and wonder whose exile is more 
cruel. 

tourist snaps 

telling a thousand lies 

their smiles 
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Alexis Rotella 

Graduation Surprise 

A friend offers us her apartment where we can change into our robes, chill out 
with a glass of Perrier. She has the place cleaned, places fruit and organic nibbles 
on the kitchen counter, lights rose-scented candles. Kitaro's Silk Road camouflages 
noise from the street. This is our big day -- ordination at Saint John the Divine 
after training at the Seminary every weekend for a year. 

Instead we're greeted with dirty dishes and the smell of scrambled eggs stuck to a 
frying pan. The coffee table is covered with old newspapers and dust. The bed is 
unmade. Shoes strewn everywhere. 

withering away a white hyacinth 

Someone pounds at the door. The concierge in a heavy accent orders us to depart 
at once while handing us the correct key. 

new moon the Pleiades blinks on and off 
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Matthew Caretti 

Cave Poems 

after Han Shan 

 

Gaining a high mountain view. No shortcuts along the way through these rock 
cliffs. 

          rising beyond 
          the many shadows 
          lone round moon 

Learning the world from his perspective. A grass mattress and stone pillow. 

          before tucking in 
          the quilt of twilight sky 
          a giddy prayer 

Waking beside sparkling waters. Rising to roam with this crazy-haired vagabond. 

          sparks on flint 
          finding cold mountain 
          among white clouds 
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Shobhana Kumar 

Rant Alert 

Dear Editor, 

I have been writing to you for the last twenty years, lamenting the state of our 
deteriorating world. Not once have you published a common citizen’s concern. 
This is my last because I realise that everything I ever talked about has come true: 
our roads, for instance, have more potholes than tar. Our homes, more gadgets 
than people, our sky, more smog than blue, our stars, more hazy than cataract-
ridden eyes, our factories, more machines than men, our debts, greater than we 
could ever repay. 

loop-station — 
always at my window 

nesting pigeons 

Yes, yes, you probably thought that all I write about are cliche. But often, clichés 
hold truths. Therefore, I have decided that I am going to buy myself some t-shirts 
with “I told you so” in bold. 

So, I won’t be bothering you with weekly postage-paid envelopes. 

Yours truly, 

Mr. T. 
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Akila Gopalakrishnan 

First Contact by Soni 
Somarajan 

Format: Paperback; also available on Kindle. 

Publisher: Red River 

Year of Publication: 2020 

No. of pages: 103 

Price: INR 230 or USD 9.99 

 

Poetry is a hook for memory – Gillian Clark 

‘First Contact’, the debut collection of Soni Somarajan is a cathartic memoir of memories and 
epiphanies. The book divided into four sections explores the poet’s journey of life, living 
and learning. The poet has a delicate charm of handpicking verses, that tumbles down like a 
milkweed – chronicles time, past and present. The gentle tone of narrative with handpicked 
verbs and metaphors punctuate his journey supplemented by the mention of the place and 
year of the experience. The mention of this small detail renders a tone of nostalgia to this 
collection and makes the space in this collection personal where he trusts his readers, a 
background of this book.  

He acknowledges the power of memory for the muse.  

‘..for memory alone is what we possess… 

…a vapour of stories, things ephemeral’ 

from the poem ‘We Must Begin’. 

The first section is a reminiscence of formative years beginning from birth and early years of 
childhood. This is not just a recollection but an attempt to establish a retrospective 
conversation with the intent and meanings of a time travel through a montage of images 
complemented by lush imagery. 

‘…wax weave a meadow of green, 

…the river in the drawing book a crayon-blue…’ 

 

‘…But soon, I’m called away to where everyone is 

a picnic we will preserve images of. 
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Examined four decades on, in monochrome – ‘ 

 

‘High among the leaves, clutching the half-eaten fruit 

of wonder, I remain the fascinated child.’ 

Lines like these portray a vivid picture of the innocent phase of childhood without revealing 
details yet, rich enough for an engagement with the poems. Simplicity and the poet’s ability 
to turn an ordinary into a profound image of a statement is a feature of this collection.  

In the second section, the poet dwells in his flight of absorbing language, places, the 
beginnings and the growing up in a residential school. Poeminvoke a sensitive 
comprehension of elements and surroundings in his portrayal. His voice blends with a 
quasi- personification of living and the non-living in hisastute observations. 

There are geographies explored, contours of language expanding to the Kanchenjunga, the 
black trunk as an accomplice in his journey in a residential school, school picnics, 
carefreehustle of adolescence, the poet conjures images for thoughts flipping in his present. 
The innocenceof shapeshifting letters in the poem ‘Learning Malayalam’or a rush of verbs in 
‘The Eye of the Tiger’to a significant exposition in the poem ‘Japanese Garden’,the poet 
embosses that time with a subtlety as he delicately weaves these memories into his present –  

…’inching to a day, 

fusing memory and momentum.’ 

 

‘Sounds like it’s our instinct to find meaning 

in things around us, 

and if we don’t, to create one.’ 

 

‘…my inheritance is an absence of certainty, 

a silence that takes shape as 

poetry. ‘ 

The third section in the book assimilates ebb and tide of pain, hope, struggles, acceptance 
and happiness, yet another contemplative narration of sense of time. The poet indulges in 
stark imagery to explore an abstract collective of emotions including his journey into poetry 
as a cathartic tool. The first step to progress is acceptance and gratitude evident in the 
delicate verses. If there is a sense of loss in one, there is a resurgence in the other.  

‘…The lights go out– 

one by one, 

on a reluctant note.’ 
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‘…When we have stared at it enough, 

It’s hard to write, for the memory of light 

has burned deep into our eyes’ 

‘…There is a bird in these lines 

And, some cacophony.‘ 

The process of acceptance is challenging and for a poet or a writer the balance is dual in two 
skins. But letting words portray this vulnerability is courage. ‘Dream Selfie’ is one such poem 
of acceptance and the courage to fight it with gratitude to beauty of life surfaces in the poem 
‘Time: Many Eyes.’ This poem explores perspectives which is a matter of choice. The closing 
lines of this section sums up the indomitable spirit of the poet. 

‘…Paradoxes, let’s leave them behind, 

Silver-finned, take to the skies.’ 

The last section is the essence of the present, a summation to move forward for which one 
must make peace with himself. This section is an acknowledgement of what life as a journey 
has presented the poet with; he has taken a bold step aside to present his view.  

‘…Consider journeys a post-mortem: 

sift aside sinew, fibre, seek not heat that’s left no footprints’ 

The poet draws on hope and dreams despite the swing of odds and events. There is an 
effortless approach in these poems, an energy he draws from himself. Poetry is not about 
metaphors or images alone. It is also an ability to state things, naked as light. 

‘Say hurrah for this weaning light. 

Whoop, notwithstanding, learn to  

find comfort in intense blackness.’ 

The simple narrative, a conscious, distilled outpouring renders this collection tender and 
personal for readers; we all have something familiar to connect with the poems. True to the 
title, the poet has established each poem as fresh as it was in his memory. The photographs 
interspersed in this book are clicked by the poet and along with the little blots of figurines 
on every page, the title sails through every poem in this collection turning the ordinary into 
an extraordinary moment of dwelling.  

He nurtures and cherishes life the way it has presented itself and urges me to do so too. 
After all, life is a platter of endless possibilities and when a door closes, you just need to let 
in light through the window. To quote the poet from one of his verses in this collection: 

‘Be warned - the little things we leave behind 

are epitaphs to how we’ll be remembered.’ 
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Narrow Road 

“Weighing Raindrops” Haiku Contest 

Narrow Road shook hands with the ArtMantram Foundation to curate the first-ever haiku 
contest at their literary e-festival “Glass House Literary Festival”. Narrow Editors Rohini 
Gupta, Paresh Tiwari and Raamesh Gowri Raghavan doubled up as judges. 

 The theme was rain, and the judges laid out the following criteria: 

 Most important, you need familiarity with the form of haiku. Just words written in 
three lines don’t make a haiku. Sayings and abstractions put in three lines are not 
haiku. 

 We do not require the strict 5-7-5 format used in Japanese haiku. It can become 
stilted in English. Anything less than 17 syllables is fine. The three lines are not a 
single sentence. Without the break, it may be poetry, but it’s not haiku. A break can 
be indicated by a dash, but no other punctuation, or capital letters are needed. 

 Bad haiku tries to explain. For example, you show a cat doing something strange in 
line 1 and 2 and explain what it’s about in the last line. Don’t. Let the images speak 
for themselves. 

 Yes, strong, vivid images make a haiku stand out. Don’t write platitudes. Haiku 
must have strong and vivid imagery, preferably taken from real life. Sitting at a desk 
and making up what you have not experienced rarely leads to good haiku. It’s often 
called ‘desk ku’, no more than an intellectual exercise without the depth which 
comes from personal experience. 

 There is one more thing a good haiku has – surprise. The  ‘hai’ part of haiku means 
surprise. It’s no use writing the predictable. Make sure there is something new and 
unexpected to lift the haiku above the ordinary. 

 And lastly, if you can do this one thing, you have a shot at the grand prize. Make us 
feel. Show us images with deep feelings attached. Most haiku never get this far. If 
you can do this your writing will reach a new level. 

 Three lines may seem short but haiku is by no means an easy form to learn. It takes a 
lot of practise, a lot of reading and double that time in writing. If you don’t put in the 
practice, we will know – the quality of your haiku will reveal it.  

129 entries poured in from all over the world on the theme of ‘rain’. The haiku were 
anonymised and judged individually on a scale of one to ten. After the first round, 25 made 
it to the long-list. 

A second round of collaborative (and often acrimonious) judging whittled down the long-
list to the list of winners, honourable mentions and the rest of the shortlist, totalling 15 
haiku. Narrow Road will be publishing the shortlisted haiku in a future issue. 
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The winners were announced on 26th July 2020 at the Grand Finale of the Glass House 
Festival over Zoom video conference. We are proud to present them here: 

Neha R. Krishna – First Prize 

gentle rain 
even on the graves 
with no flowers 

 

Suresh Babu – Second Prize 

after the rain … 
a stray dog sniffs 
at basho’s frog 

 

Debbie Strange – Third Prize 

ceaseless rain 
the questions I still 
ask myself 

 

Michael Henry Lee – Honourable Mention 

storm season 
what else have we left 
but to lose 

 

Saumya Bansal – Honourable Mention 

first shower – 
the overflowing cracks 
of her old hands 
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